Int$oduction
Jewelry market expected to reach a total of $272B in sales by 2020 globally. The
most active market in jewelry online shopping adoption is undoubtedly India. That’s
because of two major reasons.
1. India is the biggest consumer of gold and diamond jewellery in terms of volume
at a global level.
2. With high growth penetration of e-commerce, Indian consumers have begin to
shop for luxury goods such as jewellery and watches online.
Jewellery eCommerce is as Old as Google and Amazon
BlueNile, a successful US-based online retailer of diamonds and jewelry, started its
ecommerce website back in 1999. Only 5 years after the birth of Amazon and one
year after Google was founded.

Unlike many other seg6ents in India's ecommerce g$owth stor9, jeweller9
has been on a slow boil. Consumers have taken their time ge@ing used to the
concept of buying jeweller9 online.
Things are changing at a fairly rapid pace and 2016 is set to become a big year
for Jewellery eCommerce in India.
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2015: The year of tIrJ-around
for Jewelr9 eCommerce
Coupled by big investments and success of jewellery brands such as Gitanjali
jewels, CaratLane, BlueStone and many others, 2015 was the year when
jewellery ecommerce shifted gears and went on the fast track.
Key Highlights of 2015 in jewellery ecommerce space:
•
•
•
•

Ratan Tata invested in Bangalore-based BlueStone.com in his personal capacity
US hedge fund Tiger Global invested in caratlane.com
PC Jewelers hired a US company to do devise a long-term ecommerce strategy
Gitanjali Group pushed online sales aggressively which now accounts for 20% of
it’s revenues.

Titan, founded by the Tata Group, currently sells its jewellery on its website
besides its nationwide network of retail outlets.

Gaurav Issar, founder of jewelsnexO.com, says the most popular
ticket size on his website is R5,000-15,000. The company makes at
least 25 t$ansactions on a nor6al day, and the number can even t$iple
on festivals like Akshaya Trit9a
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Jeweller9 eCommerce in India: Fast Facts
• A jewellery item is sold online every 20 seconds in India.
• Jewelry e-commerce market in India is estimated to reach $22
billion in three years.
• The domestic online jewellery market will likely grow at an
average 60-70% annually for the next several years
• The online jewellery market may be worth as much as $2.5
billion in the next five to 10 years.
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Why Online Jeweller9 Shopping
is Booming in India?
In India, where buying jewellery traditionally means a trip to the trusted family
jeweller. Indian consumers prefer to touch and feel the jewellery before buying. The
change in consumer behavior is happening quite fast. A growing population of young
females is leading the change.

The Changing Consumer Behavior
Mumbai’s Mohana Shetty (34) has taken to online shopping, and she is
especially hooked on to jewellery shopping. She says “To tell you the truth, I love shopping alone, and I hate having an assistant breathe
down my neck when I’m trying to select an item of jewellery,” the mother-of-two and
Goregoan resident says. “A friend told me about shopping for jewellery online, and I
love browsing so many designs at my ease and making the purchase without a fuss.”

Ease of shopping, higher spending power and a plethora of options
has driven many women to shop for jeweller9 online.
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Here are the key reasons why young Indian women are leading the wave in
shopping for Jewellery online:
• Women Earning High Income: Women have become much more independent
and have started earning higher incomes.
• Disposable income: High middle class having more disposable income to shop
for luxury goods and their spending is increasing online.
• Time Savings: Working woman is busier than ever before and online shopping
means savings of time.
• Choice: Ability to view larger collection in a short amount of time.
• Convenience: Consumers can shop online from the comfort of their home
instead of struggling through traffic jams and fighting for the parking space.
The major driver for getting jewellery online is changing consumer behavior,
especially of young Indian women, who are exposed to global trends and are
increasingly shopping online.

Jeweller9 demand is tier-2 and tier-3 cities
There are only a few major jewellery "hubs" across India. In the case of diamonds, it
is Surat, Mumbai & Ahmedabad, and to a lesser extent, places such as Delhi & Jaipur.
This typically leaves the customers in the Tier-2/3 cities under-served. These
customers either are forced to travel to the hub, or settle for a compromise with the
options available at their city.
Online jewellery stores remove all the pain points that these customers have had to
deal with.

“Online retailing oﬀers convenience ]om the comforOs of an
individual’s home and moreover allows other incentives like giving them
time to decide, not make it obligator9 for customers to purchase at their
ver9 ﬁrst visit. Oﬄine jewellers realize the potential and the need for
being present online.”
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What does this eCommerce
Growth Mean to Jewellers?
Forward thinking jewellers have realized that ecommerce is an attractive avenue for
business growth and expansion.
eCommerce Offers FOUR Major Benefits to Jewellers:
1. Low Inventory Cost: Since the jewelry stock does not need to be stored, jewellers
save a substantial money in inventory costs.
2. Cater to Loyal Customers Online: Many current customers of jewellers have
started looking online. Not offering a good online shopping experience on their
website, can be a major turn-off for loyal customers.
3. Reach out to Affluent Consumers: Jewellers now realize that they can reach out
to affluent consumers online and lure them by offering convenience, choice and
better customer service.
4. OmniChannel Retailing: Omnichannel retail will become a reality as more
offline customers buy online and like wise, online consumers buy through brick
and mortar outlet. Combing online shopping, mobile shopping and offline
shopping will be common.

“The online market allows companies to oﬀer customers a
wider choice of desigJs without actIally keeping physical stocks.”
- Rajeev Sheth, chair6an of Tara Jewels Ltd.
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Established Retailers & Brand Owners Are Making
an Ent$9 in Ecommerce
An increasing number of established retailers and brand owners are entering the
jewellery ecommerce scene. Here is what Jewellery eCommerce Players are doing to
attract consumers to shop online:
• Branded and hallmarked products
• Wide range of products
• Buy-back options
• Quality guarantee
• Safe delivery anywhere in the country
• Try at home
• Next day delivery

The Tanishq Stor9
Tanishq has been experimenting with some online initiatives — a program called
tanishqweddings.com drew over 1,200 participants in four weeks to offline stores.
In words of a Tanishq spokesperson:
”We have the products and we are building the expertise to sell online...we can easily
build a Rs 100-150 crore business in a couple of years to rival the largest startups in
the market," she says.

Established jewellers will have an upper hand because of their retail
presence, market penet$ation and already available customer base.
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The 5-step eCommerce
Blueprint for Jewellers
To become successful in ecommerce, Jewellery brand owners and retailers
need to have a broader strategy, weaving together both online and offline
channels.

Here is the 5-step blueprint to launch your
jeweller9 store online:
1. Identify your positioning and a broader ecommerce strategy
2. Choose the right technology
3. Provide an exceptional shopping experience
4. Develop ecommerce expertise
5. Scale your business with online marketing

Let’s look at each of these steps one by one.
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Step 1: Identif9 your positioning and broader
ecommerce st$ateg9
Simply putting together a loose crafted ecommerce website is not going to be
sufficient. The very first step is to discover the reason why you want to go online
(apart from luring online consumers). Here are a few questions you may want to ask
before taking the first step in ecommerce:
1. Who is your target audience? Is your target market male, female or both. Are
you targeting couples about to be married or working women? The choice of
your target market plays a decision role in determining the direction of your
ecommerce business.
2. What problem are you going to solve with your ecommerce website? Once
you identify your target market, you need to look at the key pain areas you are
trying to solve. Are you going to offer better choices, customization options,
better deals or only target premium products to be sold through your online
store.
3. How are you going to complement online and offline shopping? Will you
offer free concierge service? Or will you offer shop online and collect offline type
of model?
Once you make these strategic decisions and have a strong reason to launch your
ecommerce store, the next step is to pick the right technology.
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Step 2: Choose the Right Technolog9
Let’s look at the critical component you need to keep in mind while choosing an
ecommerce platform:
1. Reliability & Performance: Your ecommerce platform should be error free and
reliable? The page load time of your website should not exceed 4 seconds.
2. Future Readiness: Technology is constantly evolving and new tools and
applications are evolving at a rapid pace. Your ecommerce platform should be
ready to embrace change and evolve with time.
3. Extendability: Does your ecommerce store accept third party apps? If yes, how
easy it is to extend the capabilities of your ecommerce store? However, you should
start simple. Do not try to add too many complexity in the very beginning.
4. Flexibility: Your ecommerce platform should be flexible enough to
accommodate design innovation, third party tools and integrate verity of medias.
In absence of the right amount of flexibility, you may soon begin to feel limited.
5. Competent Technical Team: In absence of a competent technical team, you will
feel like being stranded in a Boeing Jet without a pilot. Instantly available and
knowledge technical team is a very crucial criteria in choosing an ecommerce
platform.

“StarO simple, Do not add too much complexit9 in the
beginning”
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Step 3: Provide an Exceptional Shopping Exierience
Most jewellers make the mistake of thinking that an ecommerce store as a site with
product catalog. Putting together your product catalog with photos and description
isn’t sufficient. Moreover, trying to do too many things at the same time can also
impact your shoppers experience and your sales. Having a cluttered shopping
experience with too many things to look at can confuse your shopper and make them
leave your website. Here are the Five critical components of a great shopping
experience:
1. Built Around Conversions: At it’s core the shopping experience of your
customers is to do one thing and one thing only - do sales. If your ecommerce
website is not build around conversion best practices, you are set to loose visitors
with each passing second,
2. Rich in Content: We have seen countless ecommerce website which has product
detail page devoid of good “product description” and high quality photos. Since
online shoppers cannot touch or try your products, product Photos and
description are the corner stone to ensure that product is communicated fully.
Product photos and description should allow your prospective buyer to have a
nearly accurate understanding of product as they would see it physically.
3. Guidance and Direction: The customer shopping to your store is alone and
figuring out things on his own. Visual cues and communicate touchpoint are
extremely important to provide a sense of direction and guidance to the online
shopper.
• Provide an easy way for your shoppers to reach you
• Provide visual content clues such as steps and guidance text
• Highlight key call to action (CTA) such as Add to Cart, Continue Shopping or
Checkout.
4. Emotion Centered: People buy out of emotions. Your ecommerce store should
have plenty of buying reasons centered around primary and secondary human
emotions.
5. Mobile Ready: With 41% ecommerce transactions happening over mobile, you
cannot ignore mobile shopping. At the very basic level, your ecommerce store
should be responsive - meaning it will resize to any screen size without degrading
the functionality and usability of your website.
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Ecommerce Best Practices for an Online Jeweller9
Store
1. Try at Home: You can provide option for your customers to try the product at
home before they pay for it.
2. Price Break up: Show the price break up very clearly and accurately. It builds
trust and credibility.
3. Ready to Ship: Usually making jewellery takes time and “ready to ship” jewellery
section has items that can be immediately delivered.
4. Detailed Specifications: More than in any other niche, jewellery needs to have
extremely well defined specifications along with product description.
5. Certificate of Authenticity: Since the online buyer cannot touch or try the
product, certificate of authenticity provides an additional assurance that they are
not being cheated and product complies to their quality expectations.
6. Next Day Delivery: If you have retail presence in major cities, next day delivery
can prove to be a very compelling option.
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Step 4: Develop Ecommerce ExierOise
Let’s accept the reality. You are new to ecommerce space and there is a learning curve
involved. There are nuances of ecommerce that you will gradually master and so you
need to keep building your ecommerce expertise gradually.
1. Get Early Feedback: Run small marketing campaigns oriented towards sending
your existing customers to shop online. This will not only provide you early
feedback but it will also enable you to understand online shopping behaviors of
your customers. Once your ecommerce store is launched and your first marketing
campaign is complete, collect feedback and find out how overall experience of
your customers was in shopping online.
2. Provide exceptional customer service: Since your ecommerce site is in it’s early
stages, providing exceptional customer service is crucial. It instills a sense of
confidence and allow them to spread word of mouth. Here are three important
aspects of providing exceptional customer service:
• Speed of Delivery: If you can deliver your products to shoppers in the next
business day or within 3 days at the most, they consider it as a great experience.
• Handling Returns, Exchange and Refunds: Having clearly defined and clearly
communicated customer service policies will ensure that you handle refunds,
exchange and returns swiftly.
• Packaging: A great packaging ensures that the goods are safe, offers a great first
hand experience.
3. Build an ecommerce team: Dedicate at least one full-time person to your
ecommerce endeavor with a goal to build an ecommerce team over a period of
time. Your eCommerce team should be able to:
• Answer to customers questions online or on phone
• Upload product catalog and manage online inventory
• Launch marketing campaigns
• Process new orders, refunds, returns and exchanges
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Step 5: Scale Your Business With Online Marketing
For most business owners, promoting business online is quite a challenge. Moreover,
this sort of organized and “real-time” marketing is perceived as difficult and
unpredictable.
The truth is online media is still a media and all rules of traditional media apply here
too. However, in an online setting your marketing can be much more systematic,
organized and predictable - thanks to the automation technologies at our disposal.

“Instead of learJing the latest social media t$ick or how to rIn a paid google
campaigJ, you could invest your time in building your overall marketing
st$ateg9”
Here the five key components you need to keep in mind while developing a
marketing strategy for your ecommerce business:
1. Internal marketing: A vast majority of store owners invest most of their time and
energy on on getting new customers. They rarely focus on selling to their existing
customers. In reality, it is much easier to sell to your existing customers. Your existing
customers are your gold mine. Hence you should leverage your existing customers to
build up initial traction to your website and start selling to them.
- Make a list of customers you have acquired from other sales channels (retail store,
selling on marketplace etc.)
- Plan a marketing campaign to bring them to your website
- Lunch a referral camping to encourage word of mouth. Referrals is a cost effective
and powerful way to expand your customer base.
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2. Diversify Traffic Sources: Instead of relying on one or two channels such as SEO
or Google PPC, always make it a point to diversity your traffic sources. Mix and
match both online and offline traffic sources so that you can take maximum
advantage of all types of media.
3. Leverage Email marketing: According to a recent survey, email marketing
delivers over 2000% Return on Investment. It is probably the least experience and
most powerful ways to sell to your existing customers and subscribers. Set aside at
least one day every month to plan your email marketing strategy and how you can
fully leverage it and integrate with your marketing campaigns.
4. Measure & Improve: According to Tom Peters, the famous management guru
“Anything that gets measured gets improved”. If you are don’t know your numbers,
you aren’t playing any game.
Here are 5 key marketing metrics you can measure:
• Visitors: How many people visited your website and where did they came from?
• Engagement: What did they do after visiting your site? How many seconds did
the stop are your website?
• Conversions: How many visitors bought something from you and actually
finished the checkout. How many dropped off at shopping cart page. How many
didn’t bought anything but subscribed to receive your updates.
• Return on Investment (ROI): ROI is the ration of money spent in marketing
and the revenue earned. It essential means “how much money did each rupee
spent in brought back to your business?”.
• Average order value: The monthly size of each order in monetary terms. One of
your marketing goals should be to increase average order value.
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Is jewelr9 e-commerce about to become
mainst$eam?
In the near future, most offline businesses will have their ecommerce
presence because more and more consumers are shopping online.
Though Jewellery has lagged behind in the ecommerce growth story,
it is now finally catching up.
Jewelry e-commerce shows strong signs growth and it is here
to stay and shine bright.
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About EcomNation
eComNation is the eCommerce Success Platform for
Forward Thinking Brand Owners and Retailers. By providing
cutting edge ecommerce technology, an expert ecommerce team
and marketing guidance, we help you become successful in
ecommerce.

Free Ecommerce St$ateg9 Session
Let our expert come and show you the
possibilities and opportunities in jewellery
ecommerce.
To book your free consulting session, call
079-3044 7088.
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